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ABSTRACT
The SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet Research) instrument aims at detecting extremely faint sources (giant extrasolar planets) in the vicinity of bright stars\textsuperscript{1}. Such a challenging goal requires the use of a very-high-order performance Adaptive Optics [AO] system feeding the scientific instruments with a quasi-perfect flat wave front corrected from all the atmospheric turbulence and internal defects. This AO system, called SAXO (Sphere Ao for eXoplanet Observation) is the heart of the instrument, a heart beating 1200 time per second and providing unprecedented image quality for a large ground based telescope at optical/near infrared wavelength. We will present the latest results obtained on-sky, demonstrating its exceptional performance (in terms of correction quality, stability and robustness) and tremendous potentiality for exoplanet discovery.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Direct detection and spectral characterization of exoplanets is one of the most exciting but also one of the most challenging areas in the current astronomy. In that framework, the SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimetry High-contrast Exoplanet Research) instrument has been recently installed on UT3, one of the four 8-m telescopes of the European Southern Observatory Very Large Telescope (ESO VLT) at Paranal (Chile). The main scientific objective of SPHERE [1] is the direct detection of photons coming from giant extrasolar planets (between 1 and 20 Jupiter masses). Any detection will then be followed by a first characterization of the planet atmosphere (clouds, dust content, methane, water absorption...). In addition, the survey of an extended number of stars (typically a few hundreds) is mandatory for performing meaningful statistical studies. Such extremely challenging scientific objectives directly translate into a relatively complex high-contrast instrument. Coronagraphic and smart imaging capabilities are essential for reaching the high contrast (close to the optical axis) required for direct extrasolar planet detection. From the ground, the core of any high-contrast instrument is an extreme adaptive optics (XAO) system. Such a system must be capable of making corrections for the perturbations induced by the atmospheric turbulence as well as for the internal aberrations of the instrument itself. In that context, SAXO (Sphere Ao for eXoplanet Observation), the XAO system of SPHERE has been designed, integrated, tested in labs and finally on sky, by a European wide group of AO scientists and Engineer, led by ONERA with the strong support of ESO. A comprehensive design of SAXO and the detailed description of the main system choices can be found in [2]. The final European AIT (Assembling Integration and Test) of SAXO have taken place in Grenoble from 2012 to 2013 [3]. We report here the final SAXO performance obtained during the four
commissioning runs (obtained from May to November 2014) on UT3 one of the four eight meter class telescope of the VLT, as well as the very first year of operation (2015).

2. SPHERE IN A NUTSHELL

The performance of AO [2, 3, 4] of an exoplanet hunter and its impact on the final detectivity is of prime importance: a better AO correction leads to a better coronagraph extinction and less residual (quasi static or fast varying) defects. To meet the requirements in terms of detection the proposed design of SPHERE is divided into four subsystems, namely, the common path optics and three science channels. The common path includes pupil-stabilizing fore-optics (tip-tilt and derotator) where insertable polarimetric half-wave plates are also provided, SAXO the XAO system with a visible wave-front sensor, and near infrared (NIR) coronagraphic devices in order to feed the infrared dual-imaging spectrograph (IRDIS) [5] and the integral field spectrograph (IFS) [6] with a highly stable coronagraphic image in the NIR. The third channel is dedicated to visible differential polarimetry (ZIMPOL) [7].

The three scientific channels gather complementary instrumentation to maximize the probability of exoplanet detection and to give us access to a large range of wavelengths and information (e.g., imaging, spectra, and polarization).

The concept behind this very challenging instrument is illustrated in Figure 1. Since May 2014, SPHERE is installed on the third unit telescope (Melipal) of the VLT. After 4 months of extensive and comprehensive tests (robustness, performance, easiness of use). It is now open to the astronomical community for the next observation period (April 2015). After less than one year of operation, the scientific returns of SPHERE is already quite exceptional with more the 20 referee papers on several topics (disk, solar system bodies, exoplanet …)

Figure 1 [up-left] Global concept of the SPHERE instrument, indicating the four subsystems and the main functionalities within the common path subsystem. Optical beams are indicated in red for NIR, blue for Vis, and orange for common-path. [up-right] SPHERE on the telescope: 6x4x2.5m³, 8 tons, resting on 3 anti-vibrations pillars. A monster with unprecedented image sharpness and optical stability. [down-left] As an example: J-band saturated image, coronagraphic and processed images with a companion, iota Sgr b, a very low-mass star 4,000 times fainter at 0.24″ from its parent star. [down-right]: dust ring around the star HR 4796A
3. SAXO, THE SPHERE EXTREME AO SYSTEM

SAXO measures and corrects any wave-front perturbation (rapidly varying turbulence or quasi-static instrumental speckles [8]) in order to ensure an unprecedented image quality on ground-based telescope. It gathers some of the most worldwide advanced components and AO concepts. It incorporates a fast (800 Hz bandwidth) tip-tilt mirror, [TTM] an active Toric mirror[9] and a 41x41 actuators (1377 active) deformable mirror [DM]. Wave-front sensing is based on a filtered Shack-Hartman concept, using state of the art EMCCD[10] running up to 1200 Hz with less than 0.1 e- of equivalent read-out-noise. The filtering pinhole designed for removing aliasing effect [11,12] is automatically adjusted as a function of the atmospheric conditions. The unprecedented EMCCD characteristics combined with clever centroiding technics (weighted center of gravity[13,14]) allows SAXO to have impressive limit magnitudes:

- the ultimate performance limit magnitude for which the instrument meets its initial requirements in terms of wave front correction, magR = 9 – 10, where the SR In H band is higher or equal to 90%
- the “classical” limit magnitude for which the AO system still provide a significant gain (typically a factor 5 to 10 w.r.t. the purely turbulent case), magR = 15 – 16.

A real time computer (SPARTA) controls the TTM and DM with a final latency of 80 µs. It incorporates a modal gain optimization for DM modes and a Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian law[15] specifically designed for TTM in order to automatically identify and filtered out up to 10 vibration peaks randomly spread between 10 and 300 Hz. This last feature allows reaching a final residual jitter of less than 2 mas rms (1/20 of the H-band diffraction) which is fundamental to ensure the optimal operation of the various SPHERE coronagraphs. SAXO has also two auxiliary loops which ensure

- a fine centering (at 1Hz) on the coronagraph by compensating for chromatic effects using a specific IR tip-tilt sensor [16] and a Differential Tip Tilt mirror;
- A pupil centering (at 0.1 Hz) to compensate for telescope run-out. It is based on the analysis of SH edge sub-apertures flux and the correction using a small tip tilt mirror located very close to a focal plane [17].

Figure 2 SAXO performance measured in labs (various curves) and on sky (dots).
Figure 3 NIR(H) and VIS(I and R) imaging of the same object. All the images have the same FoV (1.8 arcsec).

From top to bottom: seeing limited image (seeing is estimated to 0.6” using RTC data), AO corrected images and coronagraphic images. The latest ones clearly reveal a low mass companion. Diffraction limit regime is fully reached in H (40 mas) and I (23 mas) and 19 mas of FWHM has been achieved in R (diffraction limit in R: 18 mas). This corresponds to a world record for monolithic telescope either on the ground or in space.

All these features put together allows providing SPHERE with an unprecedented flat wave-front corresponding to Strehl Ratio larger than 90% in H and diffraction limited images at visible wavelength (I and R). It means that the system auto-optimizes itself using its own internal data (without any user intervention). In the same spirit, calibration and verifications (quality checks) processes are completely automatic. Therefore SAXO, and more generally SPHERE can be operated by a non-specialist without compromising on performance.

4. SOME SAXO SPECIFIC FEATURES

4.1 Ultimate performance on internal source

Let us first consider the ultimate performance of the SPHERE system itself. The source is put at the entrance focal plane: FP1. SAXO loops are closed, Non-Common Path Aberrations (NCAP) have been measured using a Phase diversity algorithm and pre-compensated for by modifying the WFS reference slopes [8].

Considering only the correction of the WFS path aberrations (by using an internal fiber at the entrance of the WFS arms), the SPHERE optical quality is already impressive with a SR in H around 97.5% which corresponds to 41 nm rms of residual aberrations (note that the overall budget for IRDIS optics between dichroic and detector is 36 nm rms which is in very good agreement with our measurements). This good result is due to

1. the exceptional quality of the SPHERE optics (all of them have been specified and delivered with less than a few nm rms) with specific attention to the non-common ones.
2. the overall system alignment (and the days and weeks spent to make it both quasi perfect)

On the top of that, an optimized phase diversity algorithm has been applied to measure and correct for the very last residual aberrations. By doing that a SR of more than 99 %, that is 25 nm rms, is measured whereas the full iterative NCAP process of Phase Diversity measurements + reference slope modifications converges towards less than a few nm
rms of residuals. The difference between the two numbers is essentially due to high spatial frequency aberrations which are neither sensed nor corrected by the NCPA loop but still presents in the image itself.

Figure 4 SPHERE internal performance without and with NCPA compensation. This was obtained during AIT period with a limited number of dead actuator (4 only). 99 % of SR in H (or in other words less than 25 nm rms of residual aberrations) has been obtained at the very end.

Nevertheless, achieving more than 99% of SR on an 8 tons instruments with a volume of 6mx4mx2.5m is already quite a performance and by far exceed the original specifications. A detailed description of the various wavefront sensor strategies in SPHERE could be found in [4].

4.2 AO temporal behavior

Temporal aspects are critical for XAO applications in order to improve the overall performance (better atmospheric correction as well as a better rejection of telescope and instrument vibrations). Nevertheless it requires significant effort both in terms of hardware (we need very fast component) and software (we need to be able to control them efficiently). In the SPHERE project, the two aspects have been carefully considered and several innovative solutions have been proposed. A detailed description of the SPHERE temporal behavior could be found in [15]. In a nutshell, the AO system has its expected temporal bandwidth of 70 Hz with a 1200 Hz frame rate and an 81 µs pure RTC latency.

The DM is controlled using a classical control law based on an optimal modal gain integrator (OMGI) scheme. The two specific Tip Tilt modes are treated separately. The strong requirements in terms of residual jitter led us to consider a more complex thus more efficient control law for these particular modes. A Linear Quadratic Gaussian approach has been considered. This predictive scheme allows to optimally dealing with the temporal evolution of the turbulent phase as well as with the unexpected vibrations produced either by the telescope or the instrument itself. Such defects have been clearly identified in many AO systems as one of the most critical aspect for achieving ultimate performance. In the SPHERE case, this point is even more essential since the residual jitter requirement at the coronagraphic mask level is extremely challenging (less than 3 mas rms). Therefore a specific on-line identification of vibration peaks has been developed and coupled with a LQG control law which will filter them out of the AO loop system even though their temporal frequency is above the AO system bandwidth itself. It is demonstrated on sky that only the use of an LQG approach allows reaching the residual jitter specification. It allows reducing the jitter rms by at least a factor 3 to 4, going from typically 10 to 12 down to less than 3 mas rms (see Figure 5)!
Figure 5 [Left] PSD and Cumulative PSD of both Tip and Tilt modes with [red] and without [black] LQG. The vibration filtering is clearly visible around 43 and 85 Hz. The final residual jitter goes from 2.5 / 3 mas per axis (in the classical integrator case) down to less than 2 mas per axis in the Kalman case. The corresponding gain in term of image quality [right] is shown on DTTS images (a SR gain of roughly 10% has been measured between classical and LQG data).

4.3 Spatially filtered SH

The goal of the spatially filtered SH is to remove the aliasing effects in the WFS measurements [11, 12]. Figure 6 shows the very nice behavior of coronagraphic images (i.e. the increase of AO correction and ultimate performance) as a function of the spatial filter size. The gain brought by the spatially filtered SH is up to a factor 3. We have managed to go down to 1.1 λ/d (d being the sub-aperture size) which is close to the theoretical limit and which allows us to have a real aliasing free WFS. A detailed analysis and comparison with simulation results can be found in [13]. The key point being that on-sky results are fully compatible with simulation ones and that the gain in terms of raw contrast due to the Filtering device is up to 3 (see Figure 6 and 7). The concept is now fully operational on SPHERE; the size of the spatial filter is automatically adjusted before each observation depending on seeing conditions.
The “round” shape of the corrected area comes from the modal optimization of the AO loop. The last 300 modes (over 1377) are not controlled for stability reason.

4.4 VIS performance

A unique feature of SPHERE is its visible imaging / coronagraphy / dual polarimetry capabilities. Thanks to the ZIMPOL instrument, we can have access to photons down to the blue light (V band). The combination of the SAXO exceptional performance and an extremely good and stable camera allows us to obtain unprecedented images at very short wavelength on a 8-m class telescope. Strehl ratio of a few tens of percent is obtained with near limited diffraction images in R band (between 17 and 20 mas depending on the axis), the main limitation in that case being the residual jitter. This is, up to now, a world record for a monolithic telescope (both space- or ground-based).
4.5 Low flux behavior

Even though SPHERE has been primarily designed for high contrast on bright targets (nominal performance must be obtained up to V-mag = 9), a very nice feature of the instrument is its capability to close the loop and obtain significant correction in H band even for relatively faint guide star. This has been made possible thanks a unique combination of features: a photon noise limited EMCCD (RON < 0.2 e- per pixel and per frame), an efficient weighted centroiding
algorithm [14], an optimal modal gain integrator control law and an optimized optical train in terms of transmission and emissivity. Hence the limit magnitude of SPHERE is better than the initial specification. Indeed, the nominal performance is obtained above magnitude 9 and we can observe a very gentle decrease of the SR as a function of the magnitude up to almost mag 16 (see Figure 10). Even though SPHERE has 8 times more sub-apertures than NACO (i.e. 8 times less photon per sub-aperture for the same magnitude), its performance outperforms NACO (in its natural visible guide star mode) ones on its whole magnitude range.

Figure 10 [Up] SR (H band) vs R-mag for various observations obtained during commissioning runs 2, 3 and 4. The error bar is estimated as a function of the uncertainties on the system parameters (over sampling detector transfer function …) and the quality of image reduction (background subtraction, bad pixel removal etc..). [Down] Highlight on 3 images: high flux, medium flux and low flux regimes.
5. CURRENT LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENT

5.1 The main SPHERE limitation: The “Low wind effect”

The so-called low wind effect [LWE] (Mickey Ears artifacts) has a significant impact on the SPHERE performance. At a level of about 20% of the time (when the wind strength in the telescope is below 1 m/s) some spurious artifacts appears on the PSF (located on the first airy ring). After extensive analysis, these so-called Mickey Ears artifacts, seems due to heat exchanges between ambient air and telescope spiders, thus creating optical path differences between the two sides of the spiders. Note that the SPHERE experience has allowed demonstrating that this effect is also present on other telescopes (Gemini, Subaru, Keck …).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind &gt; 1 m/s</th>
<th>Wind ~1m/s</th>
<th>Wind &lt;&lt; 1 m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~ 80 % of observing time</td>
<td>~ 20 % of the observing time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11

A mitigation plan is being set up in collaboration between ESO and the consortium to solve the problem using DTTS signal itself, technical tests will be conducted in the first quarter of 2016. More details on that particular effect could be found in [17].

5.2 Dark hole with SPHERE

The SPHERE instrument has been used as an experimental test bench to perform some validation of techniques dedicated to very high contrast. Among these techniques, the Electric Field Conjugation [EFC] [18] could be tested both on internal source and on-sky.

The EFC technique is a speckle nulling technique aiming at suppressing the light residuals coming from phase and amplitude aberrations in the optical system. This technique uses the focal plane information to retrieve the voltage modifications to be applied on the deformable mirror allowing such a nulling. For better performance (hence larger contrast values), the effect of the technic can be reduced to a given area in the focal plane.

This technique requires the calibration of the interaction matrix between the influence functions of the deformable mirror and the focal plane information. This matrix is calibrated in Fourier space, by applying to the HODM the spatial frequency able to generate a modification in the area of the Dark Hole. This application is made via a modification of the reference slopes in closed loop, so to ensure that the correction is compatible with an on-sky performance. Even if the calibration of this matrix is time-consuming, the calibrated matrix seems to be stable to be re-used a few month after the calibration.

The Figure 12 left shows an impressive gain of a factor 16 on the raw contrast obtained on internal source. The dark hole area is visible on the top of the AO corrected area, as a rectangular shape.

The Figure 12 right shows the on-sky performance. The reference slopes obtained at the end of the EFC internal source calibration are used to obtain this image. The gain in contrast, even if reduced by the atmospherical AO-corrected residuals, is still at a factor of 8.
6. CONCLUSION

SPHERE-SAXO is 12 years of project involving 12 institutes in Europe and more than 250 Full Time Equivalents. The system design has barely evolved from the early sketches (in 2002) to the final telescope implementation (2013-14). At the end, the AO system gathers state of the art components (detectors, deformable mirror and real time computer) and some of its innovative features allow having performance which has exceeded the original specifications. Even though we have experimented some problems with our high order deformable mirror, solutions have been proposed by the consortium to mitigate these effects and to be able to work with the current device. Nevertheless, DM remains, for the moment, the main risk of failure for the whole system. Back-up, long-term, solutions are now under investigation between ESO, CILAS and the SPHERE consortium to deal with this particular point.

Extensive laboratory tests have fully demonstrated the performance, the reliability and the stability of the AO loops (and of SAXO and SPHERE as a whole). The first on-sky commissioning has confirmed laboratory tests by providing unprecedented images and coronagraphic data on the VLT. The system stability has been re-demonstrated on-sky and the first performance assessment, even though Strehl ratio is slightly smaller than expected due to bad weather conditions and residual high frequencies on the telescope M2, are more than encouraging. The principal feature of SAXO have already been successfully tested from a functional point of view and fine tuning of the AO system as well as of the telescope control should allow to reach, in the coming months, the full system performance.
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